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Women in Construction 
– Journeywoman 
Julia Padilla

Listen at
rebuildsocal.org/podcast
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CHEF SPOTLIGHT: 
GJELINA’S JUAN 
HERNANDEZ
BY MICHELE STUEVEN

When Juan Hernandez came 
to the United States, he was 
young. His brother-in-law 
in Los Angeles told him tales 
of prosperity, job opportuni-

ties and being able to have things. So when he 
heeded his relative’s advice, all he brought with 
him from his village in Oaxaca was an intimate 
knowledge of corn, tomatoes and garbanzo 
beans and the clothes on his back.

Back in the day, when restaurants weren’t as 
strictly regulated, it was common to find young 
people working in the back of the house. Even 
though he didn’t speak a word of English, Her-
nandez managed to land a job as a dishwasher 
at Tengu in Westwood.

He felt comfortable there and loved watch-
ing the cooks sauteing and making salads and 
dressings and realized that was his calling. He’d 
wash his dishes fast and clean off his station so 
he could pitch in and help the cooks assemble a 
salad or saute chicken. A young chef took him 
under his wing and became his mentor. That 
was Travis Lett and when he later co-founded 
Gjelina, he brought Hernandez on to work 
in one of L.A.’s most celebrated restaurants 
in Venice.

Hernandez is now the executive chef of the 
Gjelina Group, which includes Gjusta deli bak-
ery and cafe, Gjelina, the upcoming Gjusta 
Grocers on Windward Circle and GTA counter 
service, which he oversees with Nina Subhas. 
Together with Gjelina Chef Pedro Aquino, they 

will soon reopen their popular Mexican pop-
up restaurant Valle. 

So were all those wonderful things everyone 
told him about emigrating to America true?

“No, it wasn’t true for the first six months,” 
Hernandez tells L.A. Weekly on the rooftop of 
Gjelina overlooking Abbot Kinney Blvd. “I 
was starving and had to wear the same shoes 
and clothes for six months until I got my first 
paycheck and then I was able to finally buy new 
shoes. It hasn’t been easy. Yes, now I have shoes 
and clothes and it’s gotten easier. But I’m glad I 
went through that because I really appreciate 
things in life and am so grateful for everything 
I have and have been able to pull my parents 
out of poverty in Oaxaca.”

His undying love of fresh produce and ac-
cess to the best farmers markets in the coun-
try is what has inspired dishes like roasted 
eggplant with tahini, red onion and cherry 
tomato in a sweet and sour agrodolce, grilled 
dragon tongue bean with romesco and pecori-
no as well as braised corn off the cob with 
fermented chili butter and feta. Buying from 
173 local farmers at least twice every week, 
Gjelina is the biggest farmers market buyer 
in Los Angeles.

“I grew up watching my mom cook and 
blanching elotes,” says Hernandez, who learned 
English while taking adult education classes at 
University High in West L.A. during his time 
at Tengu. “I remember when I was seven years 
old my uncle was growing tomatoes and after 

and school I would help him water the tomato 
plants. Then at harvest time he would come 
pick us up at 6 o’clock in the morning to pick 
heirloom tomatoes. I was seven years old when 
I started helping my father on our family farm 
after school.”  

“I love working with eggplant but keep try-
ing to figure out how to balance that funny 
tinge at the back of your mouth that you get. 
Combining it with pineapple was the perfect 

solution to that at Valle and here at Gjelina I 
make it with a tahini dressing, fresh tomatoes 
and onions. You have sweet, sour and savory 
all at the same time.”

The soft-spoken and humble Hernandez 
is shy, and according to Gjelina Group CEO 
Shelley Kleyn Armistead, a masterful leader 
in the kitchen.

“It’s like watching an orchestra,” she says at 
a table over an heirloom cucumber salad with 
a mix of seeds and herbs in a preserved citrus 
vinaigrette. “I’ve never seen a kitchen run like 
that, when there’s only one person calling and 
the entire line is listening and they remember 
every single order and they’re timing it with 
their buddy down the line. Juan has been with 
us for 11 years now and is an amazing leader 
who leads by example.”

Never wanting to take any credit, Hernandez 
attributes the success he has achieved to the 
staff, which is 70 percent Oaxacan.

“So much of Juan is guttural and instinctual, 
it’s not overthought,” says Armistead. “It’s not 
intellectual, it’s coming from the heart. Oaxa-
cans have a very strong sense of home even if 
they haven’t been home for a long while, and 
working with other Oaxacans gives them a 
little bit of that. We can hardly wait for Valle to 
reopen so that Juan and Pedro can shine in the 
spotlight they deserve.”

F O O D
Gjelina Chef Juan Hernandez

PHOTOS BY MICHELE STUEVEN

Chef Juan Hernandez Roasted Eggplant, Tahini, Red Onion, 
Cherry Tomato, Agrodolce

Heirloom 
Cucumber, Mix 

Seeds, Dill, Mint, 
Preserved Citrus 

Vinaigrette

Roasted Eggplant, Roasted Eggplant, 
Tahini, Red Onion, Tahini, Red Onion, 
Cherry Tomato, Cherry Tomato, 
AgrodolceAgrodolce
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21ST CENTURY 
LOVERS
Brit rockers the Wildhearts don’t do bad albums
BY BRETT CALLWOOD

Nowadays, we seem to be regu-
larly told that rock & roll is dead. 
Honestly, people have been 
ringing rock’s death knell for 
decades, at least since electronic 

music made its way out of illegal warehouse 
raves and started bothering the charts. The re-
cent golden period of hip-hop only furthered 
those cries. And of course, they are and have 
always been utter bullshit.

Music doesn’t die. The media spotlight 
might focus more brightly on different areas 
at different times, but that doesn’t mean that 
the music in the shade isn’t blooming. The 
dark art, “underground” if you like, is very 
often the most interesting. Rock & roll will 
never die, and the walking, talking embodi-
ment of that bloody headedness is Brit band 

the Wildhearts.
This writer has been a fan of the Newcastle 

band since their 1993 Earth vs the Wildhearts 
debut and has been covering them since em-
barking on this career in mid ’99. Life has 
seen many changes, but the joy brought by 
these wildest of hearts has remained constant. 
Their new album, 21st Century Love Songs, 
is their 10th studio full lengther. There are 
countless other live albums, compilations, EPs 
and singles (the latter generally packed with 
b-sides better than most artists’ best material), 
plus various other projects featuring the band’s 
members, past and present, that are all worth 
dipping into.

The heart of the ‘hearts is frontman and 
main songwriter Ginger. A complex soul, 
anyone who follows the singer, guitarist and 

songwriter on social media will know that he 
doesn’t suffer fools gladly. Or as he put it dur-
ing this Zoom interview, “I don’t do well with 
dickheads.” As a result, he can come across as 
abrasive and that side certainly makes itself 
known in the Wildhearts sound, to its im-
mense benefit. But so does Ginger’s capacity 
to empathize, to fucking feel. Get drunk and 
lairy with him in a bar and he might knock 
your block off. But he’s also among the first to 
raise his voice for society’s most vulnerable. 
For human rights, and animal rights too.

The title track to the new album, for ex-
ample, includes the line, “He said a man needs 
a woman at the end of the day, what a moronic 
crock of shit for anybody to say, ‘cause if you’re 
bisexual, asexual, lesbian or gay, then you are 
not represented by the radio anyway.” 

Ginger and the Wildhearts have long had 

the capacity to distill sentiments and emo-
tions into their basic components, and then 
expand on them all. Rearrange them. The 
approach to the actual music is similar. You’ll 
think a song is going in one direction, and 
they’ll pull a handbrake turn on you and go 
in another direction entirely. The new album 
is no different, following 2019’s excellent Re-
naissance Men. 

“On the last one, the jury was out on how 
the critics were gonna receive it,” Ginger says. 
“It was a bit of a ‘we like it, we don’t care what 
anyone else thinks.’ Now, we’re a bit cocky 
thinking that people are gonna like it. Which 
you do when you’ve done one critically ac-
claimed record. I guess this one, you hope 
people like your music but you never can tell. 
We kinda understand because it’s not very 

commercial in as much as it’s not obvious. 
Not a very generic sounding record. The last 
one was a bit more expected – traditional song 
arrangements and stuff.”

The lineup of the Wildhearts has shifted 
over the years, with Ginger the one constant. 
But the current band – completed by guitarist 
CJ, bassist Danny McCormack and drummer 
Ritch Battersby – is generally considered the 
“classic lineup.” McCormack was the most 
recent to return, following a slew of health 
problems that eventually saw him lose a leg. 
With a few miles on the clock, the band ap-
pears to be as stable as it’s ever been from 
the outside. Appearances, however, can be 
deceiving.

“It’s never settled,” Ginger says. “[McCor-
mack’s] a fucking nightmare. It’s never going 
to be settled. We’re four very different types of 
people and that’ll always be the case. I don’t 
think at this point in our lives we’re going to 
turn any corners or learn anything that we 
haven’t already learned. All the stupidity in the 
band is there to stay. I write the music though. 
If he wants to have his own little fantasy world, 
then great. It’s not going to affect the songs 
either way. It’s not going to make them better 
or worse, it’s just he could do with taking it 
a bit more seriously. But that’s just the way 
that he is.”

If chaos still has a hand over the Wildhearts, 
the music on 21st Century Love Songs hasn’t 
suffered one bit. It never has, because Ginger 
is a perfectionist and he won’t let it. He does 
say that writing for this band is relatively easy 
these days.

“It’s like being married,” he says. “It’s like 
having sex with the missus. It’s great, and 
you know what you do well, and there’s not 
many surprises. I know what we’d do badly. 
We wouldn’t do reggae, or country music very 
well. I’ve got another band called Ginger Wild-
heart & the Sinners who do country music 
great. That’s more of a challenge for me. The 
Wildhearts is quite a comfortable gig now, and 
none of it is that taxing.”

Ginger has been back and forth to L.A. over 
the years – he had a short and ill-fated spell in 
Tracii Guns’ Brides of Destruction, and he also 
wrote and played with Courtney Love for a 
bit. A suspended sentence after a UK bar fight 
meant that he couldn’t come out for a while, 
and when that fell away the pandemic hap-
pened. Hopefully, he’ll be able to return soon 
enough, with the Wildhearts or otherwise. He 
does like the place.

“I would like to come to L.A. and for it to 
work out,” he says. “I’ve been there loads of 
times where it spat me out. I don’t tend to be 
able to make L.A. work, and I think it’s because 
I’ve been there looking for something. You’re 
better off going to L.A. when you’ve already 
found it. I’ve got lots of nice friends there who 
I miss a lot. You need to have an infrastruc-
ture in L.A. to arrive in. Going there to try to 
make friends guarantees you the wrong kind 
of friends. It’s a great place full of wonderful 
people.”

While we wait on that, there’s the new album 
to enjoy, plus an album from his Sinners proj-
ect next year. He’s working on a solo album, 
and there’s going to be a deluxe rerelease of the 
Wildhearts’ second album phuq.

“I’ll stay busy,” Ginger says. “Don’t you 
worry about that.”

The 21st Century Love Songs album is out 
now.

M U S I C

PHOTO BY TONY WOOLLISCROFT
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Nuestra Cultura
From Art Creators to Cruisers, Evocative New Books Capture L.A.’s Latin Heritage Past and Present
BY LINA LECARO

Being proud of your heritage, es-
pecially when you grew up seeing 
and hearing your family called 
“minorities” (or worse) can be 
complex. The term might be about 

population, but it’s often used to diminish and 
discount significance. In the case of the Lati-
no/Latina/Latinx/Latine (or whatever identity 
label members of our community choose to 
use these days), this dismissal comes with an 

obvious disconnect about what we know to be 
true in Los Angeles: a lot of what makes our 
city so special – its aesthetics, its style, its food, 
its art – is not only inspired by Latin culture, 
but intertwined with the Angeleno way of life.

September 15 to October 15 is celebrated 
nationwide as National Hispanic Heritage 
Month, aimed to put a spotlight on these im-
portant influences and contributions in our 
country. (Labels, in general, are problematic 

for Latin-Americans these days, but let’s just 
agree that “Hispanic” is meant to reference 
Spanish – the language of our ancestry). 
We’ve come a long way since this form of na-
tion-wide recognition started as a celebratory 
“week” in 1968, and more so since it became a 
“month” in 1989. But this kind of attention is 
still very necessary, especially in the wake of 
Trump. And sometimes the best way to truly 
appreciate how far we’ve come is to look back. 

Street Writers – recognized as the first book 
to document Chicano graffiti, and the people 
and neighborhoods where it was born – has 
been long out of print, but its re-release this 
month provides timely and enlightening 
reflection. The photo tome, shot by Italian 
photographer Gusmano Cesaretti, presents 
striking black and white perspective on an 
art form in its infancy, a mode of expression 
for people that did not have many outlets due 
to discrimination and lack of opportunities, 
living in barrios and other economically-chal-
lenged environments. We know about it on a 
personal level, because our early childhood 
was spent living in the East L.A. neighbor-
hoods it covers. Our parents – a Latina and 
a Latino who met and started a family in Cy-
press Park – also grace its pages. 

As Cesaretti says in the book’s new forward: 
“A Chicano kid grows up with walls of many 
kinds around him. When somebody is born 
into that situation there are several things he 

No Soy De Ti / I 
Don’t Belong To 
You 
Vintage Ladies Car 
Club Whittier, CA
June 22, 2018 

Chaz Bojórquez 
in Street Writers 
(Arte Povera 
Foto Books 
and Gusmano 
Cesaretti 
Photography)

Gypsy Rose 
Imperials Car Club 

Hawaiian Gardens, CA 
July 12, 2015 

Anthony “Too Tall” 
Ordinary Life Car 

Club Paramount, CA 
December 27, 2014 

can do. He can ignore the wall, and sink into 
apathy. Or he can become violent and try and 
blow up the walls…” or he can “neutralize the 
force of the walls by decorating them with 
signs, symbols and art.” 

Now recognized as the godfather of L.A. 
graffiti, Charles “Chaz” Bojórquez was just 
starting out when he met Cesaretti back in 
the early ‘70s and served as his guide for the 
book. Known back then for his tagging and 
signature skull stencil design, called “Senor 
Suerte,” seen around Highland Park and the 
L.A. river, he went on to study art formally in 
college and is credited with bringing the style 
into the fine art world. 

“The book was ahead of its time, few were 
sold but through the next 4 decades it became 
a sacred and mystical book of graffiti scrip-
ture,” Bojórquez tells L.A. Weekly of Street 
Writers. “In all the city libraries they were 

stolen or pages ripped out. The book creat-
ed a mysticism about Cholo graffiti from the 
West Coast. It supported my idea about self 
identity, and always encouraged me to never 
give up because all I had to do was open up 
the book and look into the faces of my friends 
and community.”

Bojórquez also credits the book with giving 
his work a literary validity and historical con-
text, which went beyond gangsters or mindless 
vandalism. “We were boycotting the fields 
and walking out of schools, and fighting in 
Vietnam for our equal justice, discovering 
our place in society and self identity. We were 
about Cholo gangs and the unique style of 
writing, but also bikers and low riders, border 
issues, migration, families and mothers,” he 
continues. “Gusmano was the first person who 
saw us as individuals and saw the beauty in 
our culture. He was one of the very first pho-

tographers who believed we were worthwhile 
to photograph.”

Cesaretti concurs that he was indeed fasci-
nated and reverently so with “East L.A., graf-
fiti, and the community of Chicano families,” 

as well as “the gangs, who welcomed into their 
world this crazy Italian who just wanted to 
take their pictures. I would first take pictures 
of the kids, then print them and take them 
back to the mothers, and they’d love it. I didn’t 
understand everything about their culture, 
but I knew it was important to document their 
world. I dedicated the book to the ‘street locos,’ 
to show my appreciation to the Chicanos who 
allowed me to express through my photogra-
phy their culture at a very particular time.” 

That time has long passed, and today, the 
art and lifestyle Cesaretti captured is familiar 
to everyone. Crude graffiti and tagging on the 
streets aren’t really appreciated by anyone (es-
pecially neighborhood gentrifiers) these days, 
but murals that incorporate their stylistics are. 
The beauty of the neighborhood mural can 
keep gang activity at bay, even while it captures 
the main idea behind graffiti: representation. 

Avenues
From Street 

Writers

Lupita 
Highclass Car Club
Cypress Park, Los Angeles, CA 
June 13, 2015 

Chicana Dancer
From Street Writers

Johnny & Sandy

Angel Eyes
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Important Facts About DOVATO
This is only a brief summary of important information about DOVATO and 
does not replace talking to your healthcare provider about your condition 
and treatment.
What is the most important information I should know about DOVATO?
If you have both human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) infection and Hepatitis B 
virus (HBV) infection, DOVATO can cause serious side effects, including:
•  Resistant HBV. Your healthcare provider will test you for HBV infection before you start

treatment with DOVATO. If you have HIV-1 and hepatitis B, the HBV can change (mutate)
during your treatment with DOVATO and become harder to treat (resistant). It is not known
if DOVATO is safe and effective in people who have HIV-1 and HBV infection.

•  Worsening of HBV infection. If you have HBV infection and take DOVATO, your HBV may
get worse (flare-up) if you stop taking DOVATO. A “flare-up” is when your HBV infection
suddenly returns in a worse way than before.
°   Do not run out of DOVATO. Refill your prescription or talk to your healthcare provider

before your DOVATO is all gone.
°   Do not stop DOVATO without first talking to your healthcare provider.
°   If you stop taking DOVATO, your healthcare provider will need to check your health 

often and do blood tests regularly for several months to check your liver function 
and monitor your HBV infection. It may be necessary to give you a medicine to treat 
hepatitis B. Tell your healthcare provider about any new or unusual symptoms you may 
have after you stop taking DOVATO.

For more information about side effects, see “What are possible side effects 
of DOVATO?”
What is DOVATO?
DOVATO is a prescription medicine that is used without other HIV-1 medicines to treat 
human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) infection in adults: who have not received HIV-1 
medicines in the past, or to replace their current HIV-1 medicines when their healthcare 
provider determines that they meet certain requirements. HIV-1 is the virus that causes 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). It is not known if DOVATO is safe and 
effective in children.
Who should not take DOVATO?
Do not take DOVATO if you:
•  have ever had an allergic reaction to a medicine that contains dolutegravir or lamivudine.
•  take dofetilide. Taking DOVATO and dofetilide can cause side effects that may be serious

or life-threatening.
What should I tell my healthcare provider before using DOVATO?
Tell your healthcare provider about all of your medical conditions, including 
if you:
•  have or have had liver problems, including hepatitis B or C infection.
•  have kidney problems.
•  are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. One of the medicines in DOVATO (dolutegravir)

may harm your unborn baby.
°   Your healthcare provider may prescribe a different medicine than DOVATO if you

are planning to become pregnant or if pregnancy is confirmed during the first 12 weeks
of pregnancy.

°   If you can become pregnant, your healthcare provider may perform a pregnancy test
before you start treatment with DOVATO.

°   If you can become pregnant, you and your healthcare provider should talk about the 
use of effective birth control (contraception) during treatment with DOVATO.

°   Tell your healthcare provider right away if you are planning to become pregnant, you
become pregnant, or think you may be pregnant during treatment with DOVATO.

•  are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed if you take DOVATO.
°   You should not breastfeed if you have HIV-1 because of the risk of passing HIV-1 to

your baby.
°   One of the medicines in DOVATO (lamivudine) passes into your breastmilk.
°   Talk with your healthcare provider about the best way to feed your baby.

Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take, including
prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.
Some medicines interact with DOVATO. Keep a list of your medicines and show it to your 
healthcare provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.
•  You can ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist for a list of medicines that interact

with DOVATO.
•  Do not start taking a new medicine without telling your healthcare provider.

Your healthcare provider can tell you if it is safe to take DOVATO with other medicines.
What are possible side effects of DOVATO?
DOVATO can cause serious side effects, including:
•  See “What is the most important information I should know about DOVATO?”
•  Allergic reactions. Call your healthcare provider right away if you develop

a rash with DOVATO. Stop taking DOVATO and get medical help right away
if you develop a rash with any of the following signs or symptoms: fever;
generally ill feeling; tiredness; muscle or joint aches; blisters or sores in mouth; blisters
or peeling of the skin; redness or swelling of the eyes; swelling of the mouth, face, lips, or
tongue; problems breathing.

•  Liver problems. People with a history of hepatitis B or C virus may have an
increased risk of developing new or worsening changes in certain liver tests
during treatment with DOVATO. Liver problems, including liver failure, have
also happened in people without a history of liver disease or other risk factors.
Your healthcare provider may do blood tests to check your liver. Tell your
healthcare provider right away if you get any of the following signs or
symptoms of liver problems: your skin or the white part of your eyes turns yellow
(jaundice); dark or “tea-colored” urine; light-colored stools (bowel movements); nausea
or vomiting; loss of appetite; and/or pain, aching, or tenderness on the right side of your
stomach area.

•  Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis). Too much lactic acid is
a serious medical emergency that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare
provider right away if you get any of the following symptoms that could be
signs of lactic acidosis: feel very weak or tired; unusual (not normal) muscle pain;
trouble breathing; stomach pain with nausea and vomiting; feel cold, especially in your
arms and legs; feel dizzy or lightheaded; and/or a fast or irregular heartbeat.

•  Lactic acidosis can also lead to severe liver problems, which can lead to
death. Your liver may become large (hepatomegaly) and you may develop fat in your
liver (steatosis). Tell your healthcare provider right away if you get any of
the signs or symptoms of liver problems which are listed above under
“Liver problems.”

•  You may be more likely to get lactic acidosis or severe liver problems if
you are female or very overweight (obese).

•  Changes in your immune system (Immune Reconstitution Syndrome) can
happen when you start taking HIV-1 medicines. Your immune system may get stronger
and begin to fight infections that have been hidden in your body for a long time. Tell
your healthcare provider right away if you start having new symptoms after you start
taking DOVATO.

•    The most common side effects of DOVATO include: headache; nausea; diarrhea;
trouble sleeping; tiredness; and anxiety.

These are not all the possible side effects of DOVATO. Call your doctor for medical advice 
about side effects. 
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SO MUCH GOES
INTO WHO I AM
HIV MEDICINE IS ONE PART OF IT.

New to treatment? Considering a switch?

Ask your doctor about DOVATO.
New to treatment? Considering a switch?

Ask your doctor about DOVATO.

Why could DOVATO be right for you? DOVATO is proven to help control HIV with 
just 2 medicines in 1 pill. That means fewer medicines* in your body while taking 
DOVATO. It’s proven as effective as an HIV treatment with 3 or 4 medicines.
Learn more about fewer medicines at DOVATO.com

  Results may vary.

*As compared with 3- or 4-drug regimens.

DOVATO is a complete prescription regimen to treat HIV-1 in adults who have not 
received HIV-1 medicines in the past or to replace their current HIV-1 medicines 
when their doctor determines they meet certain requirements.

Trademark is owned by or licensed to the 
ViiV Healthcare group of companies.
March 2021 DVT:6PIL

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of 
prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, 
or call 1-800-FDA-1088.
Where can I fi nd more information? 
•   Talk to your healthcare provider or pharmacist.
•   Go to DOVATO.com or call 1-877-844-8872, 

where you can also get FDA-approved labeling.
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Important Facts About DOVATO
This is only a brief summary of important information about DOVATO and 
does not replace talking to your healthcare provider about your condition 
and treatment.
What is the most important information I should know about DOVATO?
If you have both human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) infection and Hepatitis B 
virus (HBV) infection, DOVATO can cause serious side effects, including:
•  Resistant HBV. Your healthcare provider will test you for HBV infection before you start

treatment with DOVATO. If you have HIV-1 and hepatitis B, the HBV can change (mutate)
during your treatment with DOVATO and become harder to treat (resistant). It is not known
if DOVATO is safe and effective in people who have HIV-1 and HBV infection.

•  Worsening of HBV infection. If you have HBV infection and take DOVATO, your HBV may
get worse (flare-up) if you stop taking DOVATO. A “flare-up” is when your HBV infection
suddenly returns in a worse way than before.
°   Do not run out of DOVATO. Refill your prescription or talk to your healthcare provider

before your DOVATO is all gone.
°   Do not stop DOVATO without first talking to your healthcare provider.
°   If you stop taking DOVATO, your healthcare provider will need to check your health 

often and do blood tests regularly for several months to check your liver function 
and monitor your HBV infection. It may be necessary to give you a medicine to treat 
hepatitis B. Tell your healthcare provider about any new or unusual symptoms you may 
have after you stop taking DOVATO.

For more information about side effects, see “What are possible side effects 
of DOVATO?”
What is DOVATO?
DOVATO is a prescription medicine that is used without other HIV-1 medicines to treat 
human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) infection in adults: who have not received HIV-1 
medicines in the past, or to replace their current HIV-1 medicines when their healthcare 
provider determines that they meet certain requirements. HIV-1 is the virus that causes 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). It is not known if DOVATO is safe and 
effective in children.
Who should not take DOVATO?
Do not take DOVATO if you:
•  have ever had an allergic reaction to a medicine that contains dolutegravir or lamivudine.
•  take dofetilide. Taking DOVATO and dofetilide can cause side effects that may be serious

or life-threatening.
What should I tell my healthcare provider before using DOVATO?
Tell your healthcare provider about all of your medical conditions, including 
if you:
•  have or have had liver problems, including hepatitis B or C infection.
•  have kidney problems.
•  are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. One of the medicines in DOVATO (dolutegravir)

may harm your unborn baby.
°   Your healthcare provider may prescribe a different medicine than DOVATO if you

are planning to become pregnant or if pregnancy is confirmed during the first 12 weeks
of pregnancy.

°   If you can become pregnant, your healthcare provider may perform a pregnancy test
before you start treatment with DOVATO.

°   If you can become pregnant, you and your healthcare provider should talk about the 
use of effective birth control (contraception) during treatment with DOVATO.

°   Tell your healthcare provider right away if you are planning to become pregnant, you
become pregnant, or think you may be pregnant during treatment with DOVATO.

•  are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed if you take DOVATO.
°   You should not breastfeed if you have HIV-1 because of the risk of passing HIV-1 to

your baby.
°   One of the medicines in DOVATO (lamivudine) passes into your breastmilk.
°   Talk with your healthcare provider about the best way to feed your baby.

Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take, including
prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.
Some medicines interact with DOVATO. Keep a list of your medicines and show it to your 
healthcare provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.
•  You can ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist for a list of medicines that interact

with DOVATO.
•  Do not start taking a new medicine without telling your healthcare provider.

Your healthcare provider can tell you if it is safe to take DOVATO with other medicines.
What are possible side effects of DOVATO?
DOVATO can cause serious side effects, including:
•  See “What is the most important information I should know about DOVATO?”
•  Allergic reactions. Call your healthcare provider right away if you develop

a rash with DOVATO. Stop taking DOVATO and get medical help right away
if you develop a rash with any of the following signs or symptoms: fever;
generally ill feeling; tiredness; muscle or joint aches; blisters or sores in mouth; blisters
or peeling of the skin; redness or swelling of the eyes; swelling of the mouth, face, lips, or
tongue; problems breathing.

•  Liver problems. People with a history of hepatitis B or C virus may have an
increased risk of developing new or worsening changes in certain liver tests
during treatment with DOVATO. Liver problems, including liver failure, have
also happened in people without a history of liver disease or other risk factors.
Your healthcare provider may do blood tests to check your liver. Tell your
healthcare provider right away if you get any of the following signs or
symptoms of liver problems: your skin or the white part of your eyes turns yellow
(jaundice); dark or “tea-colored” urine; light-colored stools (bowel movements); nausea
or vomiting; loss of appetite; and/or pain, aching, or tenderness on the right side of your
stomach area.

•  Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis). Too much lactic acid is
a serious medical emergency that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare
provider right away if you get any of the following symptoms that could be
signs of lactic acidosis: feel very weak or tired; unusual (not normal) muscle pain;
trouble breathing; stomach pain with nausea and vomiting; feel cold, especially in your
arms and legs; feel dizzy or lightheaded; and/or a fast or irregular heartbeat.

•  Lactic acidosis can also lead to severe liver problems, which can lead to
death. Your liver may become large (hepatomegaly) and you may develop fat in your
liver (steatosis). Tell your healthcare provider right away if you get any of
the signs or symptoms of liver problems which are listed above under
“Liver problems.”

•  You may be more likely to get lactic acidosis or severe liver problems if
you are female or very overweight (obese).

•  Changes in your immune system (Immune Reconstitution Syndrome) can
happen when you start taking HIV-1 medicines. Your immune system may get stronger
and begin to fight infections that have been hidden in your body for a long time. Tell
your healthcare provider right away if you start having new symptoms after you start
taking DOVATO.

•    The most common side effects of DOVATO include: headache; nausea; diarrhea;
trouble sleeping; tiredness; and anxiety.

These are not all the possible side effects of DOVATO. Call your doctor for medical advice 
about side effects. 
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HIV MEDICINE IS ONE PART OF IT.

New to treatment? Considering a switch?

Ask your doctor about DOVATO.
New to treatment? Considering a switch?

Ask your doctor about DOVATO.

Why could DOVATO be right for you? DOVATO is proven to help control HIV with 
just 2 medicines in 1 pill. That means fewer medicines* in your body while taking 
DOVATO. It’s proven as effective as an HIV treatment with 3 or 4 medicines.
Learn more about fewer medicines at DOVATO.com

  Results may vary.

*As compared with 3- or 4-drug regimens.

DOVATO is a complete prescription regimen to treat HIV-1 in adults who have not 
received HIV-1 medicines in the past or to replace their current HIV-1 medicines 
when their doctor determines they meet certain requirements.

Trademark is owned by or licensed to the 
ViiV Healthcare group of companies.
March 2021 DVT:6PIL

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of 
prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, 
or call 1-800-FDA-1088.
Where can I fi nd more information? 
•   Talk to your healthcare provider or pharmacist.
•   Go to DOVATO.com or call 1-877-844-8872, 

where you can also get FDA-approved labeling.
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Both street artforms have been reinterpreted 
and some might say, re-appropriated by a host 
of contemporary artists, musicians, stylists 
and more, used in marketing, fashion and en-
tertainment. And there is nothing wrong with 
that. But as Latin people continue to struggle 
for equality in these arenas, it’s important to 
give credit where credit is due. 

Chris Gutierrez, who is pictured on the 
cover of Street Writers as a child, made it his 
mission to do just that. “Connecting the dots 
was one part of my mission statement along 
with accepting my spiritual role, claiming my 
existence and taking ownership and pride in 
my heritage,” the publisher of the new edi-
tion says. “I acknowledged that curating the 
expanded edition of this book, nurturing the 
relationship with my mentors, Gusmano Ce-
saretti and Chaz Bojórquez, was a part of my 
destiny along with being on the original cover 
with my brother Miguel Gutiérrez.” 

Gutierrez hopes that by making the book 
available to a broader audience, he can share 
its insight, as well as the artistic and cultural 
significance of the book as a seminal artifact. 
“The thought of presenting it again to those 
who may have missed it the first time around 
or simply forgot about it was one thing, but to 
present it to future generations to come and 
honor it with a timeless design and archival 
format was the main goal,” he says. “In the 
end, the most important detail was keeping 
the integrity of this book and respecting its 
contents and creators.”  

There are many notable examples of just 
how impactful Cholo and graffiti culture have 
become to pop culture. From Old English 
typography, black, grey “prison” tattoos, low-
rider cars and religious iconography to fashion 
staples like nameplate necklaces and over-
sized hoop earrings, pendleton shirts, baggy 
pants and bandannas. Local Latina-owned 
companies such as Bella Doña and Hija de Tu 
Madre are celebrating it all and giving chigona 
pride its moment. Then there are photogra-
phers such as Estevan Oriol, who has become 
a household name documenting all of this 
subject matter through his own camera lens 

(check out the Netflix doc LA Originals for 
a primer).

Museums and galleries have come to rec-
ognize the creative significance of this culture 
too, so much so that a huge exhibit, 2018’s Be-
yond the Streets, sought to celebrate its scope 
and visual prominence, covering not only L.A. 
and its Latin neighborhood inspirations, but 
NYC and street art’s ties to Black and hip-hop 
culture. 

This year, another new book, from the 
venerable Getty Research Institute no less, 
released its own visual chronicle focused spe-
cifically on Los Angeles called the L.A. Graf-
fiti Book or the  Getty Black Book, featuring 
151 local graffiti artists’ work. Inspired by the 
blank sketchbooks (often called black books 
or piece books) that graffers carry, share and 
collaborate together on, as well as the 17th 
century European autograph books known as 
liber amicorum (Latin for “book of friends”), 
this new volume represents the collaborative 
nature of art in the streets. The book came out 
earlier this year, and it takes a more multi-cul-
tural/multi-discipline approach, but its rep-
resentation nonetheless serves as a comple-
ment to what Street Writers is trying to do. 
Bojórquez is not only included in both books, 
but lauded as the L.A. legend he is. 

“Today ‘culture’ is included as a fine art 
commodity,” Bojórquez admits. “Gang pho-
tographs, movies, clothing and graffiti are ad-
mired, worn and bought as ‘All-American.’ In 
Los Angeles, we have assimilated many into 
one culture and that also includes our ‘Cholo’ 
lifestyle.”

Of course, that lifestyle does have its neg-
atives; crime and drug use, for example. For 
Latin people, especially those of us who grew 
up in the ‘70s and ‘80s and wanted to get out of 
“the hood,” it was not something to romanti-
cize. It was more than a fashion choice, and to 
this day, a lot of us don’t think that non-Latin 
people fully get that. Maybe that’s not fair, but 
it’s one of the reasons cultural appropriation 
has become such a sensitive issue, and perhaps 
why the term “Latinx” (which is mostly con-
cerned with gender neutrality and non-binary 

Prime

individuals) has been met with contention by 
older folk; amplified by media people trying to 
be inclusive, it somehow became the universal 
label for a community that is far too diverse 
and nuanced to be codified. In general, the de-
fensiveness some of us feel about our heritage 
(and this applies to Black and Brown people) 
comes down to this: If one didn’t see the strug-
gle of a certain lifestyle firsthand, should they 
get to brandish its signature aesthetics? There 
really is no right answer. 

Of course, we should all be able to celebrate 
and appreciate, and even be critical of, the 
bad elements tied to any cultural expression. 
But for those who chose to document it, es-
pecially those who come from an outsider’s 
perspective, authenticity and avoidance of ste-
reotypes is key to this understanding. Kristin 
Bedford’s Cruise Night, another photo book 
that came out this year, is a great example. The 
photographer’s interest in “social justice and 
how communities express their civil rights 
in a society that often marginalizes them,” 
was central in the project covering lowrider 
culture and her respect for her subject matter 
really shows. 

“My path to lowriding came from an in-
terest in how the customization of a car is 
about having a voice – politically, culturally 
and creatively,” she says. “While lowriding 
is a worldwide phenomenon, for Mexican 
Americans in Los Angeles, it has a unique sig-
nificance. For over 70 years, this community 
has been expressing their identity through this 
distinct car culture. I wanted to photograph 
and understand how transforming a car was 
integral to being seen and heard.” 

As Bedford acknowledges, Los Angeles has 
a long history of discrimination against the 
Mexican American community – from the 
Mexican Repatriation Act in the 1930s, to the 
Zoot Suit Riots in 1943 and in the presence of 
ICE on our streets and in front of our schools 
today. Trump’s disparagements (“rapists, drug 
dealers and criminals”) were never just about 
a gang in Mexico and his actions against im-
migrants and Dreamers were just the latest in 
a long line of discrimination against people 

who come from Latin-American countries. 
“These events, and many more, have shaped 

cultural movements in Los Angeles for de-
cades,” she muses. “In the case of lowriding, 
the customization of a car is connected to this 
long history of being marginalized and is an 
outlet for having a voice.” 

Bedford’s book not only represents the 
still-thriving lowrider scene, it seeks to am-
plify and dispel assumptions about its enthu-
siasts. Car culture is California culture, but 
Latins feel a special connection with it. Latin 
enthusiasts dominate other “scenes” that love 
their cars, such as rockabilly and punk, two 
forms of music that celebrate rebellion and the 
romance of the past. (For more on this topic, 
we recommend another new book Razabilly 
– Transforming Sights, Sounds, and History 
in the Los Angeles Latina/o Rockabilly Scene.) 

“Lowriding is often pigeonholed as sim-
plistic folk art and stereotyped by the media 
as crude and dangerous,” Bedford shares. “I 
have seen a different reality – a refined and 
beautiful tradition of self-expression that is 
passed down between generations.”

Indeed, Latin traditions, rituals (and cele-
brations) are more important than ever as our 
culture and the landscapes around us change. 
Books like those highlighted here, exploring 
different forms of creative expression, are im-
portant reminders of our essence, our evolu-
tion and our history.  

“One of my favorite things to do is drive 
through those old neighborhoods, and see 
what is still there and what has changed,” Ce-
saretti says. “It’s still exciting. Things change, 
places change. Look at most of the San Gabriel 
Valley. Look at Pasadena. The people in those 
neighborhoods like Highland Park and Mon-
tecito Heights, they are the same people living 
there, but now they’re different too. Look at 
Chaz. He still lives in the neighborhood but 
he’s a successful artist. Some of those from the 
neighborhoods have moved to other parts of 
the city where they’re raising a different gen-
eration. We all change. Life changes us. And 
neighborhoods are a reflection of the people 
that live in them, and have lived in them.”

Heaven
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Both street artforms have been reinterpreted 
and some might say, re-appropriated by a host 
of contemporary artists, musicians, stylists 
and more, used in marketing, fashion and en-
tertainment. And there is nothing wrong with 
that. But as Latin people continue to struggle 
for equality in these arenas, it’s important to 
give credit where credit is due. 

Chris Gutierrez, who is pictured on the 
cover of Street Writers as a child, made it his 
mission to do just that. “Connecting the dots 
was one part of my mission statement along 
with accepting my spiritual role, claiming my 
existence and taking ownership and pride in 
my heritage,” the publisher of the new edi-
tion says. “I acknowledged that curating the 
expanded edition of this book, nurturing the 
relationship with my mentors, Gusmano Ce-
saretti and Chaz Bojórquez, was a part of my 
destiny along with being on the original cover 
with my brother Miguel Gutiérrez.” 

Gutierrez hopes that by making the book 
available to a broader audience, he can share 
its insight, as well as the artistic and cultural 
significance of the book as a seminal artifact. 
“The thought of presenting it again to those 
who may have missed it the first time around 
or simply forgot about it was one thing, but to 
present it to future generations to come and 
honor it with a timeless design and archival 
format was the main goal,” he says. “In the 
end, the most important detail was keeping 
the integrity of this book and respecting its 
contents and creators.”  

There are many notable examples of just 
how impactful Cholo and graffiti culture have 
become to pop culture. From Old English 
typography, black, grey “prison” tattoos, low-
rider cars and religious iconography to fashion 
staples like nameplate necklaces and over-
sized hoop earrings, pendleton shirts, baggy 
pants and bandannas. Local Latina-owned 
companies such as Bella Doña and Hija de Tu 
Madre are celebrating it all and giving chigona 
pride its moment. Then there are photogra-
phers such as Estevan Oriol, who has become 
a household name documenting all of this 
subject matter through his own camera lens 

(check out the Netflix doc LA Originals for 
a primer).

Museums and galleries have come to rec-
ognize the creative significance of this culture 
too, so much so that a huge exhibit, 2018’s Be-
yond the Streets, sought to celebrate its scope 
and visual prominence, covering not only L.A. 
and its Latin neighborhood inspirations, but 
NYC and street art’s ties to Black and hip-hop 
culture. 

This year, another new book, from the 
venerable Getty Research Institute no less, 
released its own visual chronicle focused spe-
cifically on Los Angeles called the L.A. Graf-
fiti Book or the  Getty Black Book, featuring 
151 local graffiti artists’ work. Inspired by the 
blank sketchbooks (often called black books 
or piece books) that graffers carry, share and 
collaborate together on, as well as the 17th 
century European autograph books known as 
liber amicorum (Latin for “book of friends”), 
this new volume represents the collaborative 
nature of art in the streets. The book came out 
earlier this year, and it takes a more multi-cul-
tural/multi-discipline approach, but its rep-
resentation nonetheless serves as a comple-
ment to what Street Writers is trying to do. 
Bojórquez is not only included in both books, 
but lauded as the L.A. legend he is. 

“Today ‘culture’ is included as a fine art 
commodity,” Bojórquez admits. “Gang pho-
tographs, movies, clothing and graffiti are ad-
mired, worn and bought as ‘All-American.’ In 
Los Angeles, we have assimilated many into 
one culture and that also includes our ‘Cholo’ 
lifestyle.”

Of course, that lifestyle does have its neg-
atives; crime and drug use, for example. For 
Latin people, especially those of us who grew 
up in the ‘70s and ‘80s and wanted to get out of 
“the hood,” it was not something to romanti-
cize. It was more than a fashion choice, and to 
this day, a lot of us don’t think that non-Latin 
people fully get that. Maybe that’s not fair, but 
it’s one of the reasons cultural appropriation 
has become such a sensitive issue, and perhaps 
why the term “Latinx” (which is mostly con-
cerned with gender neutrality and non-binary 

Prime

individuals) has been met with contention by 
older folk; amplified by media people trying to 
be inclusive, it somehow became the universal 
label for a community that is far too diverse 
and nuanced to be codified. In general, the de-
fensiveness some of us feel about our heritage 
(and this applies to Black and Brown people) 
comes down to this: If one didn’t see the strug-
gle of a certain lifestyle firsthand, should they 
get to brandish its signature aesthetics? There 
really is no right answer. 

Of course, we should all be able to celebrate 
and appreciate, and even be critical of, the 
bad elements tied to any cultural expression. 
But for those who chose to document it, es-
pecially those who come from an outsider’s 
perspective, authenticity and avoidance of ste-
reotypes is key to this understanding. Kristin 
Bedford’s Cruise Night, another photo book 
that came out this year, is a great example. The 
photographer’s interest in “social justice and 
how communities express their civil rights 
in a society that often marginalizes them,” 
was central in the project covering lowrider 
culture and her respect for her subject matter 
really shows. 

“My path to lowriding came from an in-
terest in how the customization of a car is 
about having a voice – politically, culturally 
and creatively,” she says. “While lowriding 
is a worldwide phenomenon, for Mexican 
Americans in Los Angeles, it has a unique sig-
nificance. For over 70 years, this community 
has been expressing their identity through this 
distinct car culture. I wanted to photograph 
and understand how transforming a car was 
integral to being seen and heard.” 

As Bedford acknowledges, Los Angeles has 
a long history of discrimination against the 
Mexican American community – from the 
Mexican Repatriation Act in the 1930s, to the 
Zoot Suit Riots in 1943 and in the presence of 
ICE on our streets and in front of our schools 
today. Trump’s disparagements (“rapists, drug 
dealers and criminals”) were never just about 
a gang in Mexico and his actions against im-
migrants and Dreamers were just the latest in 
a long line of discrimination against people 

who come from Latin-American countries. 
“These events, and many more, have shaped 

cultural movements in Los Angeles for de-
cades,” she muses. “In the case of lowriding, 
the customization of a car is connected to this 
long history of being marginalized and is an 
outlet for having a voice.” 

Bedford’s book not only represents the 
still-thriving lowrider scene, it seeks to am-
plify and dispel assumptions about its enthu-
siasts. Car culture is California culture, but 
Latins feel a special connection with it. Latin 
enthusiasts dominate other “scenes” that love 
their cars, such as rockabilly and punk, two 
forms of music that celebrate rebellion and the 
romance of the past. (For more on this topic, 
we recommend another new book Razabilly 
– Transforming Sights, Sounds, and History 
in the Los Angeles Latina/o Rockabilly Scene.) 

“Lowriding is often pigeonholed as sim-
plistic folk art and stereotyped by the media 
as crude and dangerous,” Bedford shares. “I 
have seen a different reality – a refined and 
beautiful tradition of self-expression that is 
passed down between generations.”

Indeed, Latin traditions, rituals (and cele-
brations) are more important than ever as our 
culture and the landscapes around us change. 
Books like those highlighted here, exploring 
different forms of creative expression, are im-
portant reminders of our essence, our evolu-
tion and our history.  

“One of my favorite things to do is drive 
through those old neighborhoods, and see 
what is still there and what has changed,” Ce-
saretti says. “It’s still exciting. Things change, 
places change. Look at most of the San Gabriel 
Valley. Look at Pasadena. The people in those 
neighborhoods like Highland Park and Mon-
tecito Heights, they are the same people living 
there, but now they’re different too. Look at 
Chaz. He still lives in the neighborhood but 
he’s a successful artist. Some of those from the 
neighborhoods have moved to other parts of 
the city where they’re raising a different gen-
eration. We all change. Life changes us. And 
neighborhoods are a reflection of the people 
that live in them, and have lived in them.”

Heaven
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SEBASTIÃO 
SALGADO’S 
AMAZÔNIA IS TOO 
VAST FOR JUST 
ONE PLATFORM
It takes a book, an exhibition, original sound and an 
immersive experience 
BY SHANA NYS DAMBROT

Before you peruse renowned pho-
tographer and filmmaker Sebastião 
Salgado’s hefty new Taschen tome 
or attend the Peter Fetterman Gal-
lery exhibition of selected prints 

from the project, download its remarkable 
soundtrack. Available on Spotify, it is an inte-
gral accompaniment rafted by electronic mu-
sic legend Jean-Michael Jarre as an evocative 
sonic world-building. The dimensionality of 
its orchestral and field-recording compositions 
creates a moody and magical energetic tone for 
encountering the art and deepens the viewer’s 
sense of being transported to another place — 
to the place. To the place that for Salgado, is the 

beating heart of the world and which must at 
all costs be saved.

In Salgado’s trademark high-contrast, op-
eratic style of black and white photographs, 
Amazônia’s hundreds of plates — including 
in the rare sumo edition of the book on dis-
play with its Renzo Piano-designed bookstand 
— and the dozens of gorgeous prints in the 
chapel-like gallery installation, conjure views of 
landscapes and their inhabitants. These images 
range in scope from the unspeakably vast to the 
movingly intimate, from the melodramatic and 
sublime to the picturesque and lyrical, and were 
made over the course of nearly a decade’s worth 
of weeks- and months-long forays into the most 

remote territories the region has. The Amazon 
in this serial masterpiece is revealed as both a 
very real place teeming with life yet under con-
stant threat, and an irresistible dream for mil-
lennia of seekers, mythmakers and colonizers.

For his part, Jarre uses a fantastical, oth-
erworldly blend of electronic and orchestral 
instruments with real-life nature sounds and 
indigenous voices, because, as he writes, “I 
wanted to avoid the ethnomusicological ap-
proach, or creating background music. I ap-
proached the Amazon with respect, in a poetic 
and impressionistic way… It carries with it a 
powerful imagination; for both Westerners and 
Amerindians.” 

Indeed in Salgado’s spectacular frames, it 
is clear to see how the wondrousness of pro-
lific waterfalls, snaking rivers, craggy soaring 
mountaintops, invisibly distant horizons and 
expressionistic clouds, in which each and every 
one of billions of majestic trees somehow seems 
visible like faces in a crowd, like the craziest 
pointillism ever, could both capture the global 
imagination and remain special and sacred to 
its denizens. Across the hundreds and hun-
dreds of pictures, rivers carve through the forest 
canopy like roads or huge pictographs, their 
dark lines zigging and zagging and oxbowing 
and widening until they are almost like narrow 
glassy seas, shiny silver plains, reflecting biblical 

clouds and absorbing violent rains. 
Beyond the sweep and the fine details of this 

most primeval nature, Salgado also depicts the 
people that live there. Each of the many ways he 
photographs them tells their stories in unique 
ways — in action during hunting, farming, or 
performing rituals and ceremonies; candid, 
casual at rest or play; constructing or simply 
organizing architecture and crafts; and occa-
sionally in a more classic studio mode of staged 
portraiture enacted with a tarpaulin under the 
cover of the trees.

As a Brazilian artist especially, the allure and 
the fear of destruction of the Amazon has a 
very personal, emotional and identity-driven 
dimension for both Salgado and his wife and 
creative partner Lélia Wanick Salgado, their 
circle of experts and all their team members; 
this is an unapologetically activist document. 
Every picture here is a renewed plea for asser-
tive, urgent conservation. Salgado has travelled 
into the Amazon regularly since the 1980s, 
developing lasting rapport with several of the 
nearly 200 tribes that live in the Brazilian Ama-
zon alone. Some, like the Yanomami, he has 
returned to over the years; while he has received 
special, unique access to others — becoming, 
for example, the first non-indigenous person 
to visit every village of the Zo’é people. 

“Even after a career full of extraordinary ex-

A R T

Sebastião Salgado 1944
Church Gate Station, Western 

Railroad Line, Bombay, India, 1995 
(Printed 2018)

Signed, titled & dated in pencil on 
verso

Gelatin silver print
Paper - 24”x35”, Image - 21”x32”, 

Matted - 30”x40”
(SS-077047)
Description:

Frame cost $700

Sebastião Salgado 1944
Yawanawa, State of Acre, 
Brazil, 2016
Signed, titled, dated on 
verso
Gelatin Silver Print
Image - 21.25 x 29.75”, 
Paper - 23.5 x 35.5”, 
Matted - 30 x 40”
(SS17-30068)
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LA WEEKLY                   THUR 09/16 (DUE MON 9/13)
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

SANTA MONICA
Laemmle Monica Film Center
(310) 478-3836  laemmle.com

DAILY AT:
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� 626.584.5555  |  Fuller.edu/FPFS

The clinic of the Fuller School of Psychology

ANXIOUS? DEPRESSED? 
RELATIONSHIP ISSUES?
Receive therapy in your home.

Receive therapy in the comfort and safety of your 
home through Fuller Teletherapy. Clear video and 
audio through your smartphone, tablet, or computer. 
Convenient. Private. HIPAA-compliant. Affordable. 

periences, nothing has given me greater joy 
than working with the dozens of indigenous 
tribes portrayed in this book,” Salgado writes 
in its introduction. “Through them, thanks to 
them, I reconnected with my own pre-history. I 
rediscovered the lives we led thousands of years 
ago… My wish, with all my heart, with all my 
energy, with all the passion I possess, is that in 

50 years time this collection of images will not 
resemble a record of a lost world. Amazônia 
must live on.”

Amazônia is on view through November 13 
at Peter Fetterman Gallery in Bergamot Station 
Arts Center, 2525 Michigan Ave., Santa Monica; 
peterfetterman.com.

Sebastião Salgado 1944
Yawanawa, State of Acre, 
Brazil, 2016
Signed, titled, dated on the 
recto
Gelatin silver print
Image Dimensions: 14.5 x 
20”; Paper Dimensions: 19.5 
x 24”; Matted - 24”x30”.
(SS17-30076)
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CONNECTED 
PREMIERS 
NEW STRAIN 
PANTERA 
LIMONE 
After growing some of California’s best cannabis in 
recent years, it’s easy to understand the excitement 
around Connected’s newest Pantera Limone. 
BY JIMI DEVINE

As the world preps for all the new 
flavors of the outdoor harvest in 
the months to come, the indoor 
world champions at Connected 
Cannabis Co. are getting in the 

mix with their newest offering, Pantera Lim-
one.

We’ve kept a close eye on the genetics coming 
out of Connected’s in-house strain develop-
ment for years as it continues to produce kill-
ers. The most notable in recent years being the 
Gelonade that originally crushed it at the L.A. 
Weekly Coachella 
Desert Smoke-off 
2019, and then 
would go on to 
win the inaugural 
indoor edition of 
the Emerald Cup. 

In terms of 
hype, that cup 
was arguably the 
biggest feather 
available for an 
indoor garden’s 
cap in years. Any-
one who gives 
any weight to the 
cannabis competi-
tion circuit was eye-
balling the category wondering who would 
take home the W. With the win, everything 
that Connected will release in the next couple 
of years will come with a whole new level of 
scrutiny. 

And it’s deserved, right? They’re at the moun-
tain top now. Of the two most recent releases 
from Connected added to their house stable 
of genetics – not the rapper collabs – I had to 

take the Lemonatti over the Slow Lane. I’m a 
purple guy, but as now again with the Pantera 
Limone, there is just something special about 
the way they do the lemon-heavy citrus terps 
in Sacramento. 

Lemon terps had been a really non-competi-
tive space for a decade. There tends to be some-
one that just does it better than the pack over 
the years. In the late 2000s, Green House Seed 
Company was that someone. They changed the 
game when they dropped Super Lemon Haze. 
It would go on to be the only thing that won 

in Amsterdam at the High Times 
Cannabis Cup. 

Here in America, 
C.R.A.F.T. in the East 

Bay would get their 
hands on the seeds 

direct from 
Greenhouse 
at the cup 
in Amster-
dam. They 
went on to 
hunt down 
their spe-
cial pheno 

in the hills 
of the Emer-

ald Triangle before 
moving south to the Bay Area. It would simply 
dominate the middle 2010s. There would be 
other limonene heavy cuts coming out of the 
Santa Cruz Mountains and other parts of the 
state but none compared to what C.R.A.F.T. was 
doing at that moment with their Super Lemon 
Haze and they had the trophy shelf to prove 
it. Eventually, The Village would also take a 
spot on the podium with Super Lemon Haze at 
the first legal cannabis cup in California in the 
spring of 2018. But then Connected took over. 

It’s fair to say at this moment, with the addi-
tion of Pantera Limone to a lineup that includes 
Gelonade and Lemonatti, Connected has cur-
rently taken the reigns as the kings of lemon 
terps. Now, is there an argument to be made 
that this may have been the case prior to the 
Pantera Limone drop? Sure. But the now trio 
of lemony heaters with a mix of sweet or fuel 
terps on top is undeniable. 

When we first cracked the jar of Pantera Lim-
one, it seemed to offer a bit less fuel notes than 
the other Connected lemons, but that’s not a 
bad thing. What we did detect was a fantas-
tic bend of sugar and lemons, definitely more 
reminiscent of sweet tarts than sour. But in real-
ity, these fun outside aromas were only a mask. 

As soon as we crunched into the nugs we were 
hit with this wave of acetone and nail polish 
remover. One of those smells that tickle your 
nose and sinus cavity like a great OG Kush or 
Sour Diesel fuel aroma, but without the gas 
station smell. Always a fun feat. 

The flavor leans heavily on the lemon, but is 
cut with the right amount of softer candy-like 
sweetness notes, but not like a sugary lemon-
ade. 

The impact was very cerebral. That’s not to 
say there weren’t any full-bodied notes to it. 
It certainly didn’t feel racey. It’s likely excel-
lent brunch weed. While I don’t think it hits as 
hard as the Gelonade or Biscotti, what it does 
provide is enjoyable without a doubt. Maybe 
not for those on a quest for eternal couch lock, 
but for people getting high as an accessory to 
just living life in general, Pantera Limone will 
likely be another hit for Connected. 

C A N N A B I S

Pantera Limone
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Athletic Trainer: provide 
treatment & rehabilitation 
of injuries. Master’s in 
athletic training, physical 
therapy, or related & 
current & valid BOC cert. 
for Athletic Trainer. In alt., 
Bach. in athletic training, 
physical therapy, or related 
w/ min. 5 yrs exp & current 
& valid BOC cert. for Athletic 
Trainer. Mail resume to 
Choice Physical Therapy & 
Rehab PC at 18771 Colima 
Rd. Rowland Hgts, CA 91748 
Attn: Mr. Ryu.

Mobile Programming LLC. 
in Agoura Hills, CA seeks 
Software Developer II’s 
to dzn, dvlp, implmnt & 
test SW apps . No trvl; no 
telecom. Job duties are 
proj-based & performed on 
long term assignments @ 
unanticipated sites w/i U.S. 
which may req. relo @ end 
of each proj.  Mail resumes 
to: Attn: HR, 30300 Agoura 
Rd, Ste. B140, Agoura Hills. 
CA 91301

Varian Medical Systems, 
Inc. seeks a Field Service 
Representative Hardware 
(#V20) in or around the 
Playa Vista, CA area: 
Troubleshoot, diagnose & 
repair all designated Varian 
equipment within an 
assigned service territory, 
including preventative 
maintenance, installations 
& upgrades per Varian 
guidelines. Telecommuting 
is permitted. Frequent 
travel to unanticipated 
client sites in southern 
California required 85% of 
the time. Masters’s+2 yrs 
exp/Bach+5 yrs exp 
Please submit resumes to 
Varian Medical Systems, 
ATTN: HR, 3290 Northside 
Parkway NW, Atlanta, GA 
30327, referencing job 
title and code.  Varian is 
an EOE.

Amazon Web Services, 
Inc. seeks candidates for 
the following (multiple 
positions) in Santa Monica, 
CA: 
Software Development/
Program Analysis 
Professional Services III 
(Job Code 150.10086.5). 
Responsible for helping 
customers accelerate their 
own success in the AWS 
Cloud. Work on a variety of 
cloud services, building and 
implementing solutions on 
top of the AWS platform. 
Domestic travel required 
up to 50% of the time. 
Telecommuting benefits 
available. 
Mail CV to: Amazon, PO Box 
81226, Seattle, Washington 
98108, referencing job 
code.

ACCOUNTING 
BYD Motors LLC has an 
opening in Los Angeles, 
CA for Project Engineer 
to design, develop, and 
improve new and existing 
BYD forklift products. Ref 
job code C#5640270 &mail 
resume to: BYD Motors LLC, 
Attn: HR, 1800 S. Figueroa 
St., Los Angeles, CA 90015.

Project Accountant/
Operational Accounting 
Req’d: BA-Accounting & 24 
mths exper. in accounting 
or in lieu, MA-Accounting. 
Special req’rmts: must have 
proficiency w/DELTEK Vision 
accounting software admin 
in project accounting. CPA 
license not req’d. Duties: 
Project Accounting/Oper’l 
Accounting for large 
architecture firm using 
DELTEK Vision software 
for budgets, performance 
analysis, client billing, track 
labor/expense, & financial 
analysis/planning/reporting. 
Full-time. CO Architects, 
Los Angeles, CA 90036. 
Email resumes to Margaret 
Freeny, HR Mgr., MFreeny@
coarchitects.com

Mattel Sales Corp. has 
openings for Associate 
Marketing Manager 
(various levels/types/
multiple positions) 
in El Segundo, CA. To 
Apply: Send resume 
w/ Ref# 202105B to 
talentacquisition@mattel.
com. Plan, direct, and 
coordinate marketing 
policies and programs.

HR Specialist (Burbank, 
CA) – Analyze & align HR 
strategy to business unit 
strategy. Req Master’s 
deg in Human Resource 
& Industrial Relations, 
Business Adm, or Applied 
Psychlgy + skills & knwldg 
of US Labor & Employmt 
Law, Performance mgmt, 
statisticl analysis, SPSS, 
Organizationl Psychology, 
Qualitatv & quantitatv 
research, UX Research. 
Send rés w/code LIH002 to 
HR, DJI Technology, 201 S. 
Victory Blvd, Burbank, CA 
91502

Principal Software 
Engineers, Los Angeles, CA: 
Envision new technology 
components to expand 
the Equilibrium product. 
Identify and design 
management interfaces. 
Use AWS, MySQL, Python, AI, 
ML, Swift, JS & Java. Send 
res to: Vayu Technology 
Corp. 600 Wilshire Blvd. STE 
500, Los Angeles, CA 90017.

OSI Digital, Inc. in Woodland 
Hills, CA is seeking 
experienced A) Senior 
Oracle (SOA) Developers 
to dvlp, create & modify 
custmzd srvcs & sltns in 
Oracle SOA Suite, B) Senior 

Software Developers to 
dvlp, create & modify 
computer applctns/sftwr 
& spclzd utility prgrms, & 
C) Systems Architects to 
dvlp & test oprtng systms 
to suprt the infrmtn 
tchnlgy infrstrctr. No Trvl, 
No Telecom. Positions are 
proj-based & perf’d on 
long-term assgn’ @ var 
unantic sites w/n the U.S. 
which may req relo @ proj 
end. Mail Resumes To: OSI 
HR @ 5950 Canoga Ave, 
Suite 300, Woodland Hills, 
CA 91367.

Directors – Consulting / 
Los Angeles, CA: Manage, 
lead & execute a portfolio 
of client relationships 
& strategic customer 
project engagements for 
Fortune 500 law depts. 
Ensure the timely & 
profitable delivery of our 
services & deliverables 
on engagements. Job 
duties may be performed 
from home. Occasional 
travel to client sites for 
meetings (30%) Send res to: 
Elevate Services Inc. 10250 
Constellation Blvd. Ste 2815 
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Marketing Specialist: f/t; 
analyze market trends 
& identify new business 
opportunities; Resume: 
YSTRADER, INC. 15975 
Piuma Ave, Cerritos CA 
90703

Operations Manager: 
Bachelor’s Degree in any 
major req., $62,296/yr,F/T, 
Resume to Donghun Yoo, 
Two Hands America, Inc. 
500 Lakewood Blvd #K205, 
Lakewood, CA 90712

Attainment Holdco LLC dba 
InStride is seeking a VP, 
Engineering in Los Angeles, 
CA (various unanticipated 
worksites) to lead online 
platform arch. discussions 
& serve as principal 
decision maker re online 
platform arch. strategy 
& implementation. Reqs. 
Master’s or forgn equiv in 
Comp Eng, Applied Comp 
Sci or rel. field, plus 2 yrs 
post baccalaureate exp as 
Software Eng or rel role, & 
1 yr post baccalaureate exp 
as a Dir of Eng or related. 
Exp in API throttling, AWS/
Cloud, GraphQL, SaaS, 
Kafka, Large Scale Sys, 
Perform Optimization, and 
dev of platform arch/sys 
roadmaps. Must have exp 
conducting analysis of bus 
data needs and req and 
convert them to tech specs. 
This position involves up to 
75% telecommuting. The 
employee will be permitted 
work from home at various 
unanticipated worksite 
locations throughout the 
USA. Mail resume: InStride 
c/o Jasmine A., 448 S Hill 
St, #200, Los Angeles, CA 
90013.

Investment Research Analyst 
(LA,CA) Perform long-term 
equity investment research 
& analysis. Build fin’l 
models incl quantitative 
analysis. Assess valuation 
& risks. Create reports & 
presentations. Reqs Bach’s 
in Finance, Economics, or 
Acctg, 2 yrs’ exp in the job 
or as an Investment Banking 
Analyst, Associate or related 
to incl fin’l research, analysis, 
projections, modeling, 
valuation, presentation skills, 
industrial & consumer sector 
exp. 20% domestic travel. 
Mail resumes: HR, Legion 
Partners Asset Management 
LLC, 12121 Wilshire Blvd, 
#1240, Los Angeles, CA 
90025.

Associate Clinical Social 
Worker sought by Advanced 
Medical Care Inc. Will work 
under licensed clinical 
social worker to provide 
psychosocial care and 
counseling to patients, 
etc. Job site: Los Angeles, 
CA. Resume to: 417 Alpine 
St., Los Angeles, CA 90012. 
Attn: Sanford Guan.

Director of Operations 
(Temple City, CA) Direct 
the overall operations of 
a restaurant. Master in 
mngmt, MBA, or foreign 
equiv. 1Y mngmt exp in 
restaurant or catering 
industry. Apply to HG.WW 
Inc, 5701 Rosemead Blvd, 
Temple City CA 91780.

Anthem, Inc. seeks 
Solutions Engineer Advisor 
Sr. in Woodland Hills, CA 
to develop and define 
application scope and 
objectives and prepare 
technical and/or functional 
specifications from which 
programs will be written. 
Requires domestic travel up 
to 10% of the time. Apply at 
www.jobpostingtoday.com, 
Ref# 97442

ACCOUNTING 
Senior Associate, Private 
Company Services 
(Multiple Positions), 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
LLP, Los Angeles, CA. 
Prvd tax advice on the 
wide array of tax matters 
faced by prvt. companies 
throughout the bus cycle.  
Req. Bach’s deg or foreign 
equiv. in Acct, Bus Tax, 
Bus Admin or rel. field + 
2 yrs rel. work exp. Travel 
up to 20% req. Apply by 
mail, referencing Job Code 
CA3075, Attn: HR SSC/
Talent Management, 4040 
W. Boy Scout Blvd, Tampa, 
FL 33607.

Fashion Designer (No. of 
Position: 2) Req’d: AA in 
Fashion Design, or related. 
Mail Resume: KC Exclusive, 
Inc. 1100 S San Pedro St. 
Ste M-10, Los Angeles, CA 
90015

EMPLOYMENT
& EDUCATION

Classifieds

Visit www.squirt.org today to join the action

WhereWhere
ALL GUYSALL GUYS

come togethercome together

WhereWhere
ALL GUYSALL GUYS

come togethercome together

Free Service Every Month When you Qualify!
Bring You Own Phone and Number!

Promotional offer subject to eligibility for Emergency Broadband Benefit (EBB). Unlimited does not mean unreasonable use; see the Acceptable Use Policy in our Terms and Conditions for details. The EBB 
is a temporary FCC program that provides non-transferrable discounts on monthly broadband Internet access service. Lifeline is a government assistance program that provides non-transferable discounts 
on your monthly phone or broadband service. Proof of eligibility is required, and only eligible customers may enroll. An eligible household is limited to one monthly service discount for Lifeline and one 
monthly service discount for EBB. Eligible consumers may get EBB service from StandUp Wireless or from any participating provider. Benefits may be transferred to another provider at any time. When the 
FCC announces the end the EBB program or we end our promotional FREE EBB service offer, we will notify you and you will revert to receiving only the standard FREE Lifeline plan if you are eligible, or you 
may keep your EBB service by paying the applicable undiscounted rate of $40 plus fees and taxes. Lifeline plans may include 1,000 Minutes, Unlimited Text, and 4.5 GB of Data. For more information about 
EBB eligibility and the program go to standupwireless.com/ebb or call us at 1-800-544-4441. Offers vary by state and service may not be available in all areas. Consumers who willfully make false statements 
in order to obtain Lifeline and EBB benefits can be punished by fine, imprisonment, or being barred from the program. Visit www.standupwireless.com for a full list of eligibility requirements and complete 
terms & conditions. Global Connection Inc. of America d/b/a StandUp Wireless.

Lifeline Offers 1,000 Minutes, 
Unlimited Text and 4.5 GB of Data

Emergency Broadband Offers Unlimited 
Talk, Unlimited Text and 10GB of Data!

Visit www.standupwireless.com or call 1-800-544-4441
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Vehicles Controls 
Integration Engineer with 
Rivian Automotive, LLC 
in Irvine, CA. Collaborate 
w/Systems Engineers & 
Subject Matter Experts to 
define and iterate rqmts. 
RQMTS: Bachelor’s degree 
or foreign equiv computer 
science, computer eng, 
electrical eng, software 
eng or a closely rel field & 
3 yrs of exp in vehicle & 
system dvlpmt. Exp must 
incl: working w/complex 
electromechanical devices; 
handling embedded dvlpmt 
using C/C++ or MATLAB; 
taking large concepts & 
decomposing into realizable 
deliverables; & developing 
vehicle & systems. Domestic 
travel required approx15% 
of the time. Destination 
and frequency impossible 
to predict. Email resume 
to Rivian Automotive, LLC, 
Attn: Mobility, Job Ref #: 
VCIE21SR, hrmobility@
rivian.com

Sr. Pedestrian Protection 
Engineer with Rivian 
Automotive, LLC in Irvine, 
CA. Coordinate all activities 
rel to Pedestrian Protection. 
RQMTS: Bachelor’s degree 
or foreign equiv in 
mechanical eng, auto eng 
or a closely rel  field & 2 
yrs of exp w/ pedestrian 
protection safety systems. 
Exp must incl the following 
skills/tools/technologies: 
applying knowledge of 
euro-ncaps vulnerable road 
user protocol andmgtr-9 
regulation; participating 
in successful euro-ncap 
launches w/ a min of 22 
pts for passive pedpro; 
ls-dyna for pedpro 
modeling & ls-dyna pre- 
and post-processing tools; 
&, conducting pedpro 
physical testing, incl target 
mapping. Email resume 
to Rivian Automotive, LLC, 
Attn: Mobility, Job Ref #: 
SPPE21SK, hrmobility@
rivian.com

Principal Closures Engineer 
with Rivian Automotive, LLC 
in Irvine, CA. Guide and train 
within group, co-ordinate 
projects as part of the 
dsgn and dvlpmt of closure 
mechanisms, plastics & 
bent/stamped parts for 
electric vehicles. RQMTS:  
Bachelor’s degree or foreign 
equiv in an eng discipline. 
Min of 5 yrs of progressively 
resp exp w/product eng 
at an automotive OEM or 
tier 1. Exp must include 
the following skills/tools/
technologies: 3+ yrs of 
exp in closures in white 
construction solutions 
stamping, extrusions & 
castings (incl corresponding 
dsgn practices), &; 2+ yrs 
of exp in door systems, 
incl green house molding 
or rubber sealing designs. 
Exp should also incl parts 
design using injection 
molding, thermoforming 
or compression molding 
techniques; electrical 
systems & basic circuit 
analysis, testing, and 
validation requirements; 
design for six sigma 
(DFSS) during design & 
validation of products; 
working on vehicle and 
product launches; dvlpmt 
of specifications, DFMEAS, 
DVP&RS and other technical 
documents, and; solidworks 
and/or Catia v5/v6 exp. 
Email resume to Rivian 
Automotive, LLC, Attn: 
Mobility, Job Ref #: PCE21RG, 
hrmobility@rivian.com

HIL Systems & Automation 
Lead with Rivian 
Automotive, LLC in 

Irvine, CA. Work on the 
architectural dvlpmt of 
HIL systems for vehicle 
subsystems (i.e. BMS, 
vehicle dynamics, thermal 
mgmt, and central 
gateway modules). 
RQMTS: Bachelor’s degree 
or foreign equiv in an 
eng discipline. Must 
possess at least 4 years 
of exp in software eng, 
automation eng, or a rel 
field. Exp must include 
the following skills/tools/
technologies: test plans, 
test cases, test scripts, test 
executing, and analyzing 
test results; Simulink, 
MATLAB, C/C++, python 
or another rel language; 
manual and automation 
testing for verification 
& validation of vehicle 
software; vehicle ecu 
software fault diagnostics 
testing production and 
customer diagnostics 
tools, can diagnostics, and 
UDS; issue tracking tools 
(i.e., JIRA, CLEARQUEST, 
BUGZILLA, etc.), &; software 
issue tracking tools (i.e., 
JIRA, BUGZILLA) and rqmts 
mgmt tools (i.e., JAMA, 
DOORS). Email resume to 
Rivian Automotive, LLC, 
Attn: Mobility, Job Ref #: 
HILSAL21RC, hrmobility@
rivian.com

Interior Project Manager 
with Rivian Automotive, 
LLC in Irvine, CA. Lead the 
Interior Engineering team 
and resp for ensuring all 
interior system content is 
successfully delivered in 
accordance with all vehicle 
attributes. RQMTS: Master’s 
degree or foreign equiv 
in Mechanical Eng or a 
closely rel field & 2 yrs of 
[or a Bachelor’s degree or 
foreign equiv & 5 yrs of 
progressively resp] exp in 
auto product dvlpmt. Exp 
must incl: Understanding 
of automotive interior incl 
systems and components 
which surround & interface 
to the interior; working 
w/ materials, processes 
and technologies used to 
deliver Interior eng content; 
applying knowledge of 
auto interior incl interfacing 
systems and components; 
utilizing Catia V5; and 
demonstrating ability to 
solve problems using a 
first-principle physics-
based approach, overall 
function of the system and 
key attributes incl interior 
engineering simulation 
& analysis tools and 
processes. Domestic travel 
required approximately 35% 
of the time. Email resume 
to Rivian Automotive, LLC, 
Attn: Mobility, Job Ref #: 
IPM21HK, hrmobility@rivian.

com

Vehicle Controls Validation 
Engineer with Rivian 
Automotive, LLC in Irvine, 
CA. Dvlp test case scripts, 
exec flow software, test 
reports, manual GUIs, & 
simulation models. RQMTS: 
Bachelor’s degree or 
foreign equiv mechanical 
eng, auto eng or a closely 
rel field and 2 yrs of exp in 
the automotive industry. 
Exp must incl: working w/
communication networks 
and testing incl CAN, 
LIN, FLEXRAY, and ETH 
protocols; working w/ 
versed automated rqmts 
mgmt tools incl DOORS 
and JAMA; utilizing tracking 
tools incl JIRA, BUGZILLA, or 
similar tools; and applying 
knowledge of engineering 
principles for problem 
solving. Email resume to 
Rivian Automotive, LLC, 
Attn: Mobility, Job Ref #: 
VCVE21BS, hrmobility@
rivian.com

LEGAL NOTICES
 
CIRCUIT COURT OF 
MARYLAND FOR 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
Case No.: 171704-FL 
Hilda Orellana De Paz        
Plaintiff v. 
Jose Luis Hernandez 
Martinez Defendant         
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION 
A Complaint for Custody 
and Special Immigrant 
Juvenile Status was filed 
with the Circuit Court for 
Montgomery County on 
October 19, 2020. The 
Complaint alleges in 
substance: 1) Plaintiff, Hilda 
Orellana De Paz, is the 
biological mother of Jose 
Luis Hernandez Orellana 
born on March 3, 2002 in 
Honduras (“Minor Child”); 2) 
Jose Luis Hernandez 
Martinez is the Minor Child’s 
biological father 
(“Defendant”); 3) Defendant 
and Plaintiff separated 
when Minor Child was one 
year old; 4) Since then, 
Defendant has not visited 
or provided financial 
support for Minor Child; 5) 
Minor Child has only had 
two conversations with 
Defendant by telephone 
but has had no other 
contact with him; 6) It is in 
the best interest of the 
Minor Child to be placed in 
the sole custody of Plaintiff 
and not to be returned to 
Honduras. Plaintiff seeks 
sole legal and physical 
custody of the Minor Child, 
and also seeks factual 
findings that would enable 

the Minor Child to apply for 
Special Immigrant Juvenile 
Status. 
It is this 30th day of June, 
2021, ORDERED, that the 
Plaintiff cause a copy of this 
Notice to be published at 
least once a week for three 
consecutive weeks in a 
newspaper of general 
circulation published in Los 
Angeles, California; 
publication to be 
completed by  07/31/21; 
Defendant must file a 
response on or before 
09/02/21; Defendant is 
warned that failure to file a 
response within the time 
allowed may result in a 
default judgment or the 
granting of the relief 
sought. 
KAREN A. BUSHELL        Clerk 
of the Circuit Court for 
Montgomery County, 
Maryland

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR 
CHANGE OF NAME CASE 
NUMBER: 21STCP02849 
PETITION OF Hansell, 
Ronaldinio, Perez Ixchop 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
To All Interested Persons: 
1. Petitioner: Hansell, 
Ronaldinio, Perez Ixchop 
filed a petition with this 
court for a decree changing 
names as follows: Present 
name: a. Hansell Ronaldinio 
Perez Ixchop  to proposed 
name: Hansell Ronaldinio 
Perez 
2.THE COURT ORDERS that 
all persons interested 
in this matter appear 
before this court at the 
hearing indicated below 
to show cause, if any, 
why the petition for 
change of name should 
not be granted. Any 
person objecting to the 
name changes described 
above must file a written 
objection that includes the 
reasons for the objection at 
least two court days before 
the matter is scheduled to 
be heard and must appear 
at the hearing to show 
cause why the petition 
should not be granted. 
If no written objection is 
timely filed, the court may 
grant the petition without 
a hearing. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: October 18th 2021 
Time: 10:00am Dept: 74 
Room: 735 
The address of the court 
is: SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, County of Los 
Angeles STANLEY MOSK 
COURTHOUSE, 111 North 
Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90012. MAILING ADDRESS: 
SAME. 
3. A copy of this Order 
To Show Cause shall be 
published at least once each 
week for four consecutive 
weeks prior to the date set 
for hearing on the petition 
in the following newspaper 
of general circulation, 
printed in this county: LA 
Weekly. 
Date: 08/30/21. MICHELLE 
WILLIAMS COURT Judge of 
the superior court.

 

REAL ESTATE

ROOM FOR RENT 
2116 Portland Street. 
Bedroom with private 
bathroom. Rent is $1,100/
month, Wifi, A/C and all 
utilities included. Close to 
USC and downtown.  
(213) 215-1350

Homes Needed 
Delinquent Payments  
No Problem 
Call 213-545-1506

Classifieds

7 days 9am-9pm

2 1 3 . 9 1 5 . 0 3 8 2
2 1 3 . 4 3 6 . 8 8 0 4

#2034214 BEVERLY BLVD.

Injured at work? 
Workers Comp Law Firm 

READY TO HELP!
For a FREE consultation, please call 

310-664-9000 x 101 or text 310-849-5679
Website : www.workinjuryhelp.com

Warning: 
Making a false or fraudulent claim is a felony  subject up to 5 years in prison 

or a fine up to $50,000 or double the value of the fraud whichever 
is greater, or by both imprisonment or fine.

Thank you Saint Jude, Saint of the Impossible, EC

WANTED HOTWHEELSWANTED HOTWHEELS
1968-19851968-1985

COLLECTOR WILL PAY TOP DOLLARCOLLECTOR WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR
(562) 708-9069(562) 708-9069

acmecollectables.comacmecollectables.com

$$Top Dollar Paid$$

Goldendoodles Standard. Red Standard Poodles. First 
Vaccines and deworming. Excellent therapeutic  

family dogs. please text or call Lisa 424-227-2646.  
Instragram @redpoodlesndoodles

SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED 
Rio Gentlemen's Club - 13124 S Figueroa St, Los Angeles, CA 90061 $18 to $20 an 

hour. Outside security needed for patdowns, ID checks and monitoring parking lot 
of the club. Please contact Dave Carlson at Rmckinney@jjmfirm.com

LIVE-IN DOMESTIC COUPLE
Looking for a legal, honest, vaccinated, energetic live-in proactive couple in WLA 

area (2 acres, 3 adults, animals, informal lifestyle). Job requirements: housekeeping, 
handy person skills, cooking, chauffeuring, and car maintenance. English speaking, 

non-smoking, and experienced with solid references.
Work 5 days a week. Tue-Sat, competitive salary + benefits.

Serious inquiries only please. Please send resume or work history and qualifications 
to April at amarkresumes@gmail.com. 

IDM/EDM ARTISTS NEEDED. Contact : idm-edm.com




